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ABSTRACT

Article history:

The earliest intense red hue compound of SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ core-shell
nanostructures (NS) was created utilizing a basic solvothermal technique and
heat processing. The produced core-shell particles are spherical, nonagglomerated, and have restricted size dispersion. Photoluminescence (PL)
radiation spectra exhibit sharp maximums in 593, 611, and 650 nm,
corresponding with 5D0 --> 7FJ (J=0, 1, 2) Eu3+ conversions. The Judd-Ofelt
(J-O) hypothesis helps determine the spectrum strength indices and Eu-O
ligand activities. The CIE coordinates are x=0.63, y=0.36, nearly equal the
NTSC coordinates which are x=0.67, y=0.33. Because of the CCT level of
3475 K, which is lower than 5000 K, this phosphor is appropriate for warm
light-emitting diodes. To visualize latent fingermarks both porous and nonporous substrates, the fluorescent labeling marker adapted core-cover SiO2
(coat III)@LaOF:Eu3+ (5 mol%) was utilized. With no background
influence, the fingermarks obtained are exceedingly sensible and exclusive,
permitting for fingerprint ridge features ranging from level-I to level-III. The
findings indicate the significant enhancement in the illumination of
corecover NS as a responsive operational nanoparticle for increased
forensics and firm status illuminating implementations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Because of their ability to fine-tune features, core-shell configurations have sparked the attention of
many scientists and engineers in the latest days. To create varied composite structures, a huge proportion of
hard and soft layouts are utilized. Because of its tunable sizes, silica is a common template being used for
core-shell structured components [1]-[3]. If nanomaterials are coated as covers of silicate cores, a spherical
morphology core-shell phosphor is formed. Furthermore, non-accumulated, ideal hemispheric molded atoms
might be primed by fine-adjusting the testing conditions and production techniques, resulting in less scattered
light, enhanced brightness, and excellent resolution. These characteristics are helpful for screen technologies,
biomedical imagery, and anti-counterfeiting implementations [4]-[6]. Rare earth (RE) treated nano phosphors
offer distinct features including crisp absorptivity with radiation streaks in the UV–V is range
featuring strong quantum effectiveness, long lifetime and photo - resilience, great heating, and chemical
stability, outstanding bio-adaptability, and non-virulence. The following are the quantum performances for
lately published oxide hosts: Sr4Al14O25; Ca14Al10Zn6O35; CaAl12O19; Sr4Al14-O25:Mn4+, Na+, B3+ as
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simulated by 450 nm blue-emitted illumination; CdGdAlO4: Pr3+, Yb3+. Furthermore, owing to their identical
molecular radius, trivalent luminous lanthanide (Ln 3+) particles may effortlessly integrate to the fluoridebuilt crystalline structure influenced matrices and exhibit exceptionally optimal brightness at ambient
temperature [7]-[9]. Among many RE particles, the Eu3+ is the most effective dopant for several hosts in
terms of creating red emission, with photo illumination lasting several milliseconds or longer [10]. Rare-earth
fluorides have been exceptionally steady substrates for the doping of multiple optically engaged Eu3+
particles. These elements have a strong refractive indicator, a weak phonon power, a great ionicity, a high
resistance, and an atomic conductivity, leading to the reduced non-radiational degradation and grater
illumination quantum performance [11], [12]. Surface modification has been discovered to be among the
approaches with the highest proficiency for reducing surface imperfections and non-radiative channels by
changing the spacing between radiant and quenching centers. As a result of all of these effects,
radiant enhancement is possible in the corecover nano configurations [13]. RE doped nanoparticles having
diameters under 100 nm have recently received a lot of attention in surface-based studies, particularly in the
acknowledgment of latent fingerprints (LFPs) [14]. It is worth noting that the degrees of image examination
are difficult to identify due to these nanomaterials' low fluorescent imaging capacities. As a
result, an uncomplicated, low-cost, non-degraded, and accurate method for strain-free observation on nontoxic substances is vital, strongly chemical/thermal durable, high contrasting, great selection, minimal
background influence, and enhanced natural LFP fluorescent powders [15].
Because of the restrictions of the latest imagery technicalities and instruments, LFP recognition is
based mostly on level II characteristics (including ridgeline completion, bifurcation, and crossing), which is
the basis of general recognition. Ensuring the identified precision, level II’s amount features set required
have to have the range between 6 and 17. Nevertheless, because the dispensation of level II formations over
fingertips is unpredictable, precise fingerprint identification requires relatively large fingerprint images. In
real circumstances, the obtained LFPs might be unfinished or lack sufficient characteristics. As a result, more
fingerprint attributes other than level II are required for greater acknowledgement. Level III qualities (water
vapor) on fingertips, in addition to level II formations, are persistent, unchangeable, yet distinct, which might
benefit fingermark research [16]. In this study, an optimum core-cover compound of SiO2@-LaOF:Eu3+
phosphorus is utilized as a distinctive luminous marker when observing level I to level III ridgeline layouts
over different substrates. The prepared samples were subjected to numerous characterization and optic
feature analyses. Anti-counterfeiting and forensic implementations are also thoroughly investigated.

2. METHOD
2.1. Composition of LaOF:Eu3+ phosphor
LaOF:Eu3+ compounding is formed by chemical reactions between La 2O3, Eu2O3, and LaF3 [17].
Table 1 calculates the detailed composition of LaOF:Eu 3+ phosphor. LaOF:Eu3+ is made by following these
steps: mixing, drying, powderizing, and firing. In order to obtain the best outcome, each step must be taken in
the order listed below:
In the beginning, the materials are combined by slurrying in the water or methanol. Next, the
substance is dried in an air environment and then powdered. The materials were then fired inside capped
quartz tubes with N2 at 1000oC within 1 hour. After that, the product will be powdered again. Now is the time
to fire the materials the second time. This step is quite similar to the first one, just only different with the
temperature, at 1200oC. After all, we can obtain the ideal LaOF:Eu 3+.
Table 1. Ingredients of LaOF:Eu3+ phosphorus configuration
Materials
La2O3
Eu2O3
LaF3

By mole %
61 (of La)
5 (of Eu)
34

By grams
99.4
8.8
66.6

2.2. Simulation
The implementation of the LightTools 9.0 software and Mie-theory with this research allows
WLEDs with dual-film phosphor configurations to be effortlessly modeled by studying phosphor particle
scattering, and the method of exploring the effect of SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ phosphorus on WLEDs effectiveness
at the elevated correlating temperatures from 5600 K - 7000 K is assisted, see Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b). To
ensure that the system of WLED in-cup phosphor configuration went perfectly, the SiO 2@LaOF:Eu3+ and
YAG:Ce3+ phosphor composite is combined as shown in the Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d). As a result, the
phosphor film of WLEDs includes SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ phosphors, YAG:Ce3+ phosphorus, and silicon glues.
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Figure 1. WLEDs configuration demonstration: (a) actual WLEDs, (b) Binding diagram, (c) Pc-WLEDs
simulation depiction, and (d) WLEDs modeling using LightTools commercialized program

2.3. Scattering computation
The diffusing factor μsca(λ), anisotropy element g(λ), and decreased diffusing factor δsca(λ) could be
calculated using Mie-scattering theory [18]-[20] using the (1)-(3):
𝜇𝑠𝑐𝑎 = ∫ 𝑁(𝑟)𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎 (𝜆, 𝑟)𝑑𝑟
1

(1)

𝑔(𝜆) = 2𝜋 ∫ ∫−1 𝑝( , 𝜆, 𝑟)𝑓(𝑟)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑑𝑟

(2)

𝛿𝑠𝑐𝑎 = 𝜇𝑠𝑐𝑎 (1 − 𝑔)

(3)

where N(r) is the diffusive particle dispersing rate (mm3), Csca denotes the diffusing cross-sections (mm2),
p(θ,λ,r) are respectively the phase-based function, illumination wavelengths (nm), and the diffusing particle
radius (m). f(r) is the diffusor size dispersion function in the phosphorous film [21]-[23].
With similar conditions, the core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ (5 mol %) NS (I - III coatings) PL
radiation spectrum as kexi=462 nm would be researched to suit the radiation strengths of the specimen that is
not coated. The total emission intensity is found to be increased three times in core-cover NS as much as in
un-covered NS. The increased emission strength of core-cover NS is attributed to the shielding impact of the
LaOF:Eu3+ shell reducing the quantity of non-radiative cores located above the covering of the core SiO2.
The removal of outlayer –OH groupings because of outer covering has an effect on the radiative relaxation
pathway in the core-shell configuration. Even though emission intensity levels may be considerably
decreased after III covering, it is well understood that the outer side –OH groups carry an important position
in PL quenching. Except for the intensity, the LaOF:Eu3+ as well as SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ top location and
radiation data are nearly similar. This means the amorphous silica film increases the radiation strengths of
SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ owing to illumination absorptivity/diffusing by covered NS, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 depicts the chromaticity coordinates and correlating hue temperatures (CCT) of LaOF:Eu 3+
(5 mol %) and core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ (5 mol%) NS (I–III coating) of the Commission Internationale
de I'Eclairage (CIE). The coordinates (x, y) of core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ changed from orange-red-shade
(0.521, 0.312) into darker reddish tone (0.521, 0.312). (0.652, 0.338). Furthermore, the un-covered and
coated CCT values are computed using the McCamy experimental equation as 1854 and 2332 K,
respectively, relatively lower than the data of the basic emission spectra for warm white light.

SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ in white light emitting diodes optic efficiency enhancement (Phuc Dang Huu)
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Figure 2. Decreased diffusing factor of SiO2 ions at
450 nm and 550 nm

Figure 3. Diffusing cross-section of SiO2 particles at
450 nm and 550 nm

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To acquire the complete FPs ridgeline layout identified using the criminal investigation, highgrade phosphorescent dust is necessary. To evaluate its suitability for getting latent FP pictures, the tailored
SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ (5 mol %) (coat III) NS are pigmented onto the LFPs formed beneath standard and 254 nm
UV light on numerous un-porous substrates, consisting of the metallic plate, aluminum sheets, blades, and
stapler. The illustration indicates that the level II ridge properties (core, bifurcation, hook, eye, dot or island,
bridge, fork, ridgeline end-ing) have not been apparent in regular white lighting but are apparent in UV light
at 254 nm. With white and 254 nm UV illumination, the improved SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ is placed to porous flat
materials such as cards, magazines in the varied background, and banknotes to examine background
intervention. In the FPs viewed beneath UV illumination, the main ridge features are readily obvious.
Additionally, the staining of optimal SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ beneath white-emitting and 254 nm UV
illumination is used to study the complete ridge features of single and over-lapped complicated fingerprint
pictures. With no background involvement, the various microscopic ridgeline layouts such as center,
branching, fusion, hooked, ridge terminating, and enclosing is visible in both lightings. The potential of
tailored dust using on the imaging of LFPs on both porous, un-porous materials is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The shift of phosphor concentration for upholding the mean CCTs
To evaluate the fluorescent powders effectiveness, staining the SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ beneath whiteemitting illumination and 254 nm UV light produces a range of overlapping complicated latent fingerprints
on aluminum foil surfaces. The figure indicates that underneath regular and 254 nm UV illumination, all
three degrees (I-III) of ridge features are apparent, meaning the tailored dust could be successfully a
luminous marking reagent for illustrating fingerprints. Furthermore, fingermarks from various contributors
are obtained and tainted with enhanced SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ (coat III) NS utilizing a powder brushing technique
beneath white-emitting illumination and also beneath the 254 nm UV irradiation. The three types of
fingerprint ridge patterns are central and pocket whorl, as well as ulnar arches. The attain of the highgrade FPs photos post aging days is somewhat beneficial. LFPs stained with SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ NS on
aluminum sheet substrates then aged from one day to one month are shown in Figure 5. FPs tainted with
Bulletin of Electr Eng & Inf, Vol. 11, No. 4, August 2022: 1945-1951
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SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ NS’ standard is substantial in both fresh and aged layouts; great-grade imaging may be
owing to latent fingerprint affinity even through aging.

Figure 5. YAG:Ce3+ concentration functions as WLEDs hue rendering indicator

Considerable efforts have lately been dedicated to the development of anti-counterfeiting
technologies. Watermarks, holograms, and barcodes are examples of conventional approaches that have been
ineffectual owing to their easy manufacturing techniques and simplicity of duplication. Emerging approaches
such as plasmon protection tags, biomimetic microscopic handprints, and magnet-based reactions have the
potential to offer greater counterfeit security. To verify authenticity, however, exact and expensive
instruments are needed. From the standpoints of security and cost-effectiveness, the luminescence-based
method provides increased security and low cost, becoming a popular method among the most well-known
methods in terms of anti-duplication areas. Under ultraviolet (UV) illumination, the currency frequently
displays luminescence designs. Furthermore, nano ions such as natural chemicals, carbon nanoparticles, and
semiconductor substances are used, yet their extended-term toxicity or wide radiation ranges prevent them
from being used in other implementations [24]-[26]. But lanthanide-doped nanostructured phosphors exhibit
outstanding spectral fingerprints and many benefits, e.g., being hard to make replicas, having minor
toxicities, and having great longevity, resulting in their potential implementations in the anticounterfeiting
area (see Figure 6). Furthermore, the luminous-based ink is thought to be most suitable for numerous print
forms, including dip pen writing, screen scanning, and so on. Figure 7 shows digital pictures of dip pen
utilizing tailored core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ ink beneath regular, UV 254 nm illumination. UV light
reveals sharp and high-intensity pictures that are somewhat hazy with visible illumination. The preceding
data support the anti-duplication implementations of core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ (5 mol %) NS.

Figure 6. YAG:Ce3+ concentration functions as
WLEDs hue standard ratio

Figure 7. YAG:Ce3+ concentration functions as
WLEDs lighting beam

4.

CONCLUSION
A core-cover formed SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ NS compounding is successfully developed using a simple
and low-price modified solvothermal procedure. The LaOF:Eu 3+ PXRD findings showed a pure tetragonal
phase with a SiO2 reaching the peak at 22L. The values of the power range gap and refractive indicator
fluctuated non-linear with the concentration of Eu3+. The exterior sheet of oxygen flaws was detected in the
SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ in white light emitting diodes optic efficiency enhancement (Phuc Dang Huu)
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produced composites using EPR. The existence of an 8-nm thick coating core-cover of SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+
was revealed by TEM outcomes. The elimination of the surface traps center leads to three times more of
the increase in PL intensity in coated NS, leading to a growth in the non-radiative transformation rate. With
greater coating cycles, the PL radiation strengths in the core-cover NS could be adjusted. Three coatings of
these compounds accomplished a quantum yield reaching up to 56.7%. Because of the increased fluorescence
capabilities of the core-cover SiO2@LaOF:Eu3+ NS, they might be used as luminescent marking reagents
in the LFPs imaging over a diversity of permeable and semi-permeable object interfaces using the dust
sweeping technique. These were accomplished by boosting the composite's sticky qualities, keeping it from
rapidly oxidizing in air, as well as enhancing the fluorescent features. Regarding greater
resolution, fingerprint ridges in detail, simple fluorescence capture, and less background intervention, LFPs
visualized using optimal NS outperform commercialized powders. Anti-counterfeiting applications would
take advantage of prepared samples as well. Because of these distinct characteristics, prepared core-shell NS
may find use in color displays, forensics, and security implementations.
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